Abstract-Generally, exact matching is widely used for keyword spotting (KWS). Its performance depends heavily on the recognition accuracy. As for phone-based KWS system, the influence of phoneme error rate (PER) on KWS increases as the length of phoneme sequence for the keyword grows. Approximate matching is an alteration to compensate errors in recognition. Compared to exact matching, the calculation cost of approximate matching is extremely larger, limiting its application in KWS systems. In this paper, a fast approximate matching algorithm based on phone confusion network (PCN) is proposed. Given the keyword sequence, only paths with possible minimum edit distance are reserved during detection. Then others with larger edit distance are "generated" by detected ones. All paths are split into sub-paths during processing, which further reduces calculation cost effectively. Experimental results show that our algorithm is faster significantly than before optimization, with little performance degradation.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent decade, techniques for speech processing develop rapidly for many aspects of application, e.g. speech recognition [1, 2] , language recognition [3, 4] , speaker verification [5, 6] , speech blind separation [7, 8] , etc. As the internet and the computer are widely applied into our daily life, the large amount of audio data can be available easily on the web. The speech application has drawn an increasing attention, especially focusing on internet. Many researchers are working on automated negotiation [9] , or information retrieval, namely keyword spotting (KWS) [10, 11] .
KWS systems are used to search keywords given by users in speech utterances, and then return their location if any word is found.
KWS based on speech recognition has achieved a big success as the large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) technique appears. It soon becomes the mainstream method for KWS.
In 2006, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in United States holds an evaluation of spoken term detection (STD) [12] , where the high recognition rate of LVCSR leads to its successful application [13, 22] .
LVCSR asks for a large vocabulary dictionary during recognition. As for languages with little vocabulary information, out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words cannot be correctly recognized during LVCSR, which will largely influence the performance of KWS systems. Then phonebased technique [14, 15] and template matching [16] are proposed to avoid the need of large vocabulary dictionary in KWS. In this paper, we focus on phone-base KWS systems.
At the beginning, phone-based KWS utilizes the phoneme sequence of the keyword during recognition [17] . Then the speech utterances need to be re-processed if any keyword is changed, which is inconvenient for application. In our system, the phone-loop recognition is applied, which means no extra constrains are added to phoneme recognition. It is an independent stage on keywords or detection.
Generally, we search the keyword based on the multihypotheses obtained from recognition, for 1-best recognition result cannot cover enough potential information of speech utterances. Phonetic lattice and phone confusion network (PCN) are two forms presenting multi-hypotheses.
The paths in phonetic lattices stand for possible phonemes with their acoustic scores and language scores. A path links up two nodes, recording the time of the corresponding phoneme. Then PCN is transferred from phonetic lattice [18] , which owns a more compact structure. The detailed description of PCN will be given in next section. PCN shows a better performance than phonetic lattice as theoretical expectation in [18] . In our system, the keyword phoneme sequence is detected on PCNs of speech utterances and the corresponding confidence scores are calculated.
An accurate matching approach for searching on PCNs is reported recently [19] . While based on exact matching, phoneme recognition errors will heavily influence the result of KWS especially for long keyword phoneme sequence. One phoneme error will lead to mismatch for exact matching, which has a high probability in long phoneme sequence. Thus, we transfer to approximate matching algorithm for detection. It can compensate recognition errors to some extent, but the large calculation cost limits its application in practice.
In this paper, we propose a fast approximate matching algorithm on PCN to reduce the calculation cost. Given the keyword phoneme sequence, only paths with possible minimum edit distance are reserved during detection. And those paths can be used to generate ones with larger Figure 1 . System structure edit distance. The calculation cost of this stage grows exponentially with length of the sequence. We split sequence into subsequences to decrease length of sequences processed, which effectively reduce the calculation cost. We test our algorithm in experiments. Our method runs faster than approximate matching with no optimization. And it still performs better than accurate matching to some degree in several cases.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we give a description of our phone-based KWS system and the structure of PCN as background knowledge in section II. In section III, the fast approximate matching algorithm is presented in details. The experiments are described next. Finally, the summary is discussed in last section.
II. PHONE-BASED KEYWRD SPOTTING SYSTEM

A. System Structure
Our system structure is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be split into two stages: phoneme recognition and detection.
During phoneme recognition, we preprocess the corpus and spoken keywords. Then PLP feature is extracted. With the knowledge of phonemes, acoustic model and phonetic language model, the phone loop decoder generated the phonetic hypotheses based on inputted feature.
For detection, PCNs are derived from lattice form of multi-hypotheses. And the recognition results of spoken keywords are used to generate the phoneme sequences of keywords. Then the system searches the keyword sequences on PCNs, returning the final results.
B. Phone Confusion Network
Phonetic lattice is a widely used form representing multi-hypotheses of recognition. PCN is derived by aligning nodes in a similar time period in lattice into one node in PCN as shown in Fig. 1 [20] . The edges linking two adjacent nodes form a slice. Each edge stands for a hypothesized phoneme with its posterior probability ( | ) 
As we can see in Fig. 2 , the topology of PCN provides us a compact structure which can be utilized to simplify the detection algorithm. 
where we define For other paths with larger edit distance which cannot be generated in this way, we just discard them for the number of those paths was limited compared to that of generated ones. Accordingly, in some special cases, paths generated may be equal to paths of lower edit distance which are discarded. And we treat those paths as ones with the edit distance they're generated for to simplify the problems. In that case, we can just reserve the paths with minimum possible edit distance during detection. And we'll see more benefit it brings in confidence estimation.
Dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm is used to calculate the edit distance. Generally, DTW is applied to align one unit to its counterpart. As for special structure of PCN, we can modify DTW algorithm to further simplify the search process, aligning a phoneme in the keyword sequence to a slice in the PCN, which is shown in Fig. 3 . , ji , the cost of the path will remain the same.
As mentioned, all the paths with minimum possible edit distance are reserved during detection. At each node ( , ) ij , we just choose the phoneme in j l which is correctly matched to k i p and sign an "C" to the node if possible, or the node is signed an "A" which means any phoneme in j l can be chose with 1 matching error. ( , ) C i j stands for the cost from node (0, 0) to node ( , ) ij. And to decrease the searching cost to the maximum extent, we can narrow the range of minimum possible edit distance as early as possible and prune paths with larger edit distance based on the range we get.
The detailed steps are as follows.
Step  , no phoneme pair is added to matching path , which means a deletion error occurs here.
Step 3. For node ( , ) ji , matching paths are acquired from paths at 3 nodes.
(a) For each path at node
kk ii pp is added and
pA is added and ( , ) ( 1, 1) 1
(c) For each path at node ( , 1) ji : no phoneme pair is added and ( , ) ( , 1) 1
Step 4. Among the paths at node ( , ) ji , reserve the paths with minimum edit distance at node ( , ) ji and discard others. If some paths are same, reserve one path only. If the minimum edit distance is large than min C , discard all the paths.
Step 
A straightforward way of confidence estimation is to generate all the paths for larger edit distance and discard ones which were calculated. Then add all confidence scores of reserved paths and generated paths together as the final score for the keyword. And the number of path generated will explode as the edit distance we need increases especially when long sequences are processed, which will bring terrifying calculation cost.
Actually, the keyword sequence can be split into several subsequences. Each subsequence kk i i t pp  meets the requirement that it is aligned to the same consecutive slices for all reserved paths. For each subsequence, the corresponding sub-paths can be derived from reserved paths. An example of alignment is shown in Fig. 4 , and sub-paths with possible minimum lengths are found in this case.
It is important that we reserve paths with equal edit distance. We define the sub-path set, consisting sub-paths related to the same subsequence. Then there is a conclusion that edit distances of sub-paths in a sub-path set are same. If we assume there are two sub-paths, 
S S S S S
 with different edit distances, which causes a contraction with our requirement. With this property, we need not to care about which sub-path is chosen when we focus on the edit distance of the whole path. Thus each sub-path set can be processed independently, which significantly reduces the calculation cost for their lengths are much smaller than original paths.
The specific steps are as follows: 1. According to keyword sequence and its reserved paths, split the sequence into subsequences with possible minimum lengths and derive the corresponding sub-path sets.
2. For each sub-path set S and each possible edit distance 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Experimental Setup
We use 39-dimensional PLP feature and GMM-HMM acoustic model trained on 309-hour Switchboard-I corpus. The acoustic model uses 3 states for each contextdependent triphone, and 9377 tied states in total. The phonetic transcripts of the same corpus are used to train 5-gram phonetic language model.
We use FSH part of RT03S as evaluation set. Keyword sequences were acquired from one-best phoneme recognition results of 97 spoken keywords extracted from evaluation set. A subset of left speech, with about 1.3h, is used as test utterances.
The lengths of all the keywords are equal to or more than 4 to avoid high false alarm rate which is not caused by system performance, but by different words which contain the keyword sequence.
Besides, we prune the phoneme hypotheses with logprobability lower than -12 in PCNs. In our experiments, we set 0 th D  for sequence with phonemes less than n , otherwise 1 th D  . We adjust  to reach the best performance of each n . We test the time cost on detection by our fast approximate matching algorithm and original approximate matching method without optimization. The results are shown in Table I . The corresponding data plot is shown in Fig. 5 .
B. Results
As we can see in Table I . Our fast approximate matching algorithm significantly reduces the time cost. And as th D increases, the more time cost will be reduced by our approach. In Fig 5, we plot the time cost with its corresponding n value. It shows clearly that the time cost of approximate matching with no optimization explodes when n decreases, while the cost of fast approximate matching slightly increases as n gets smaller. That's mainly due to the strategy of sub-paths processing, which effectively limit the increase of time cost brought by the long keyword sequence.
Equal error rate (EER) is used to judge the performance of KWS systems. The system with lower EER is better than one with higher EER. Exact matching is used as baseline with EER of 39.52. EER results of approximate matching are listed in Table II . Fig.6 gives a plot of EER results of two approximate matching algorithms. According to results, the performance of approximate matching is better than that of accurate matching when n is set to large value. That's because the longer keyword sequence is, the more compensation to phoneme recognition errors is need. If n is set to a small value, the compensation on short keyword sequence may bring more confusion and lead to performance degradation in total. As the results, we can see that the performance based on fast approximate matching may decreases or increase slightly compared to original approximate matching with no optimization. As the results here, fast approximate matching leads to slight performance improvement in some cases. When 6 n  , the EER decreases 1.43 after optimization. As n increases, the improvement reduces. When 9 n  , the performance after optimization degrades a little compared to the original one.
The DET curves may give us a clear spot about the performance of two approximate algorithms, which is shown in Fig. 7 . The Fig. 7 leads to similar conclusion that with significantly less calculation cost, the fast approximate matching brings little degradation to the performance of the KWS.
Then we test the matching algorithms on accurate keyword sequence derived from dictionary, to exclude the influence of recognition errors on keyword sequences. The EER result based on accurate matching is 33.33. The EER results on approximate matching are shown in Table   III , and the data plot is shown in Fig. 8 . And DET curves are shown in Fig. 9 . Figure 8 . EER Figure 9 . DET As the results, the fast approximate matching reaches a similar performance with original approximate matching.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, a fast approximate matching algorithm on PCN is presented. The paths in PCNs with possible minimum edit distance are detected and are split into subpaths to decrease calculation cost. Then PCN structure is utilized to generate paths with larger edit distance. Our algorithm is faster significantly than before optimization. And the performance is depredated slightly compared to method with no optimization. 
